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RAC on Budget 2017:
"Current beleaguered
owners of diesel cars
can breathe a sigh of

relief"
Reacting to the Chancellor's 2017 Budget, RAC head of external affairs
Peter Williams said:
On fuel duty
“We welcome the news that the Chancellor will freeze duty again this year.
He has listened to motorists and business owners who are struggling with
higher prices at the pumps. Drivers already contribute more than £27bn a
year to the Treasury from fuel duty receipts, and we’d have liked to see the
Chancellor commit to no further rises this Parliament. Perhaps he should
now consider doing away with the threat of the fuel duty escalator - that
looms over private drivers and businesses before every annual Budget – for
good.
“Since January 2016, a litre of petrol is an average of 18p more expensive,
andthis is borne out with 61% of drivers telling us their expenditure on fuel
has increased this year.
On the tax treatment of diesel vehicles
“The Chancellor has chosen to be relatively light touch when it comes to
st
taxing new diesel cars. Any new diesel car registered from 1 April 2018
will be hit with a higher first year tax rate unless they conform to the latest
real world driving standards. So current beleaguered owners of diesel cars
can breathe a sigh of relief that they will not be punished further by the
Treasury – but they will need to keep their eyes on local authorities who
may be introducing clean air zones in the near future. The side effect of
today’s announcement however might be that there is a risk therefore that
it might encourage some to stay with their older diesel vehicles.
“His decision to increase the diesel surcharge on company car tax appears
to be more about revenue-raising rather than using tax to encourage drivers
to opt for a particular type of vehicle.
On electric vehicles
“We welcome the announcement of new funds for electric car charging
infrastructure – one part of encouraging drivers into electric vehicles is
giving them reassurance that they can make journeys without the fear of
running out of power. Plans to extend the plug-in grant scheme to 2020 are
also positive. This provides some incentive to drivers looking at purchasing
an ultra-low emission vehicle. The combination of both of these approaches
should nudge more drivers into cleaner vehicles, which is an important
move in cleaning up our air.
On driverless cars

“Driverless cars are coming – there is no doubt about that, but more than a
third of drivers we spoke to (39%) told us that they would rather see the
Government invest in improving the UK’s existing road network. After all, a
new generation of driverless cars will still depend on the roads we have
today – which, in the case of local roads in particular, are plagued with
potholes. A further 1 in 4 drivers would prefer to see public money spent on
health or education.”
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About the RAC
The RAC provides complete peace of mind to 12m UK private and business
drivers, whatever their motoring needs. Its services include:
•

•

•

Breakdown assistance. Its highly-skilled, 1,600-strong branded patrol
workforce attends more than two million breakdowns every year,
fixing on average four out of five vehicles at the roadside. The RAC’s
patrol fleet is one of the most advanced in the UK, and was the first
to roll out both an All-Wheels-Up recovery system, allowing the vast
majority of vehicles to be recovered from a single patrol van, and EV
Boost mobile electric vehicle charging units
Insurance. The RAC is a top-five car insurance broker having
surpassed the 500,000 policies-in-force milestone in 2018. It also
offers ‘black box’ telematics policies, as well as home and travel
insurance
Other motoring services. The RAC leads in the development of new
solutions for business, fleets, electric vehicles and future car
technology. Its additional products and services include a personal
loans offering, a used car buying website, vehicle inspections and
checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic and travel
information. It also has a network of Approved Dealers and Approved
Garages which combine the trust of RAC brand with local service and
convenience

The RAC also works to support the interests of its members and UK drivers
on the most important motoring issues which it identifies via the annual
RAC Report on Motoring and the RAC Opinion Panel. The Report on
Motoring is the longest running analysis of driver opinion in the UK having

been published every year since 1989.
For more information about the RAC, visit the RAC website.

